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AND THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD 

 
Pursuant to the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission” or “ICC”) rules of 

practice, 83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 200.830 and the Administrative Law Judges’ (“ALJs”) 

Proposed Order of November 15, 2011 (“PO” or “Order”) and Notice of Administrative Law 

Judges’ Ruling of November 30, 2011, the People of the State of Illinois (“the People”), through 

Attorney General Lisa Madigan (“AG”), and the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), submit their 

Reply Brief on Exceptions in this proceeding. AG/CUB respectfully request that the Commission 

adopt the modifications to the Proposed Order set forth in AG/CUB/AARP’s Brief on 

Exceptions in its Final Order in this proceeding, and reject the erroneous arguments presented by 

the Ameren Illinois Company (“AIC” or “the Company”) as discussed below. 

IV. RATE BASE 
 B. Contested Issues 

2. ADIT – FIN 48 
 

The ratemaking treatment of FIN 48 amounts is an issue of first impression for this 

Commission. As the ALJPO noted, other state commissions have addressed this issue and come 
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to different conclusions. As AIC stated in their Brief on Exceptions, the other commissions have 

all attempted to balance shareholder and ratepayer interests. AIC BOE at 10. AIC should have an 

incentive to take reasonably aggressive tax positions and not be penalized for doing so. The 

ALJPO subsequently adopted a balanced approach that deducts FIN 48 amounts that have not 

been repaid to the taxing authorities from the rate base and allows AIC to recover any interest 

accrued on FIN 48 funds from ratepayers in its cost of service. This approach balances the 

interests of AIC shareholders and ratepayers and properly aligns the incentives for AIC in 

determining the tax positions they may choose to take. 

In its Brief on Exceptions, however, AIC makes several complaints about the ALJPO’s 

adopted approach.  First, AIC’s claim that the “ALJPO acknowledges that adopting AG/CUB’s 

proposal ‘would discourage utilities from taking aggressive tax positions’” is a 

mischaracterization. AIC BOE at 9. What the ALJPO actually states is that the “primary 

argument against GCI’s proposal is that it would discourage utilities form taking aggressive tax 

positions. But by allowing AIC to recover from ratepayers any interest accrued on FIN 48 funds 

in its cost of service, AIC should still have an incentive to make such tax arguments.” ALJPO at 

18. As is evident from its language, the ALJPO recognized the importance of balancing interests 

and incentives in the treatment of FIN 48 amounts and settled upon an approach that does just 

that. 

Next, AIC complains that the approach adopted by the ALJPO creates a lose-lose 

situation for AIC. AIC BOE at 9. This is another inaccurate characterization of the FIN 48 

approach adopted in the ALJPO. Again, the issue here is about the proper incentives and 

balancing of interests. Under the ALJPO, if AIC prevails in its tax arguments, “AIC retains the 

interest expense that the IRS will not be asking for. If it fails, AIC will pay the interest expense 
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that it has collected in its cost of service.” ALJPO at 18. Therefore, AIC would keep the cash 

flow benefits of the aggressive tax positions until the rates in the subsequent rate case go into 

effect and after that, would recover the interest on the FIN 48 amounts whether or not that 

interest is actually paid. This hardly creates the lose-lose situation that AIC tries to paint in its 

Brief on Exceptions. Instead, the ALJPO approach affords more than adequate incentive for AIC 

to assert aggressive tax arguments. ALJPO at 18. Under AIC’s approach, AIC would retain the 

entire benefit of non-shareholder supplied funds related to tax positions that it prevails on.  Even 

with regard to tax positions that are disallowed, AIC would get a windfall in that the interest 

related to any such disallowed tax positions would be significantly less than the avoided cost of 

funds to the Company.  

Lastly, AIC attempts to distinguish the case cited in the AG/CUB Reply Brief that 

supports the ALJPO approach. AIC also cites three cases that it claims to be directly on point and 

do not support the ALJPO approach. But two of AIC’s cases are in fact not on point and easily 

distinguished from the present case. 

In Union Electric Co., the Missouri Staff proposed to deduct FIN 48 amounts from the 

rate base, but did not propose that Union Electric be allowed to recover any interest it pays on 

the FIN 48 amounts from ratepayers. Union Electric Co., d/b/a AmerenUE, Case No. ER-2008-

0318, 271 P.U.R.4th 475, 505-6 (Jan. 27, 2009). In that situation, what the Missouri Staff 

recommended was treating the amounts as cost-free capital, something that AIC has inaccurately 

accused AG/CUB of doing in this case. In fact, AG/CUB’s recommendation allows for recovery 

of any interest the company has to pay on the amounts and does not treat the FIN 48 amounts as 

cost-free capital, something that the ALJPO recognized. The ALJPO also recognized that the 

approach it adopted of allowing AIC to recover for the interest accrued on FIN 48 amounts will 
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still encourage AIC to take aggressive tax positions, and this balances the interests and incentives 

of AIC and ratepayers. ALJPO at 18. The position that the Missouri Staff took in Union Electric 

Co. did not balance interests and incentives, and it was for this reason that the Missouri 

Commission declined to adopt their Staff’s approach in that case. Id. at 506. AIC’s reliance on 

Union Electric Co. is therefore an inaccurate comparison to the present case, in which the 

ALJPO adopted a position that is fundamentally different from the one denied in that case. 

AIC also cited Washington Util. & Transp. Comm’n v. Puget Sound Energy, Inc. in its 

Brief on Exceptions, which again involves a proposal that is different from the one adopted in 

the ALJPO in the present case. Washington Util. & Transp. Comm’n v. Puget Sound Energy, 

Inc., Dockets UE-090704 and UG-09075, slip op. at 69-70 (Wash. UTC Apr. 2, 2010). In Puget 

Sound Energy, the IRS allowed the utility to adjust its tax accounting method for the treatment of 

repairs, but had not yet audited and accepted the utility’s figures or methodology. Id.at 69. The 

Federal Executive Agencies argued that the increased ADIT resulting from the adjustment is 

known and measurable and should therefore be reflected as a rate base reduction. Id.at 70. Again, 

like the Union Electric Co. case, the proposal that the Washington Commission denied treated 

the amount in question as cost free capital and did not provide interest or another means of 

encouraging the utility to take aggressive tax positions. Such a proposal does not balance 

interests and incentives and is again fundamentally different from the one adopted in the ALJPO 

in the present case, which does balance interests and incentives. Therefore, Puget Sound Energy 

cannot be said to apply to this case either. 

In addition to citing two cases that are not directly on point, AIC attempts but fails to 

distinguish West Virginia-American Water Co., the case cited in AG/CUB’s Reply Brief in 

support of the approach adopted in the ALJPO. In re West Virginia-American Water Co., Case 
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No. 10-0920-W-42T, 290 P.U.R.4th 125, 152-153 (W.Va.P.S.C. Apr. 18, 2011). AIC asserts that 

the finding of the West Virginia Commission supports AIC’s proposal in the present case in that 

it attempts to balance shareholder and ratepayer interests. AIC BOE at 10. In fact, the treatment 

of the FIN 48 amounts adopted by the West Virginia Commission is quite similar to the 

treatment adopted by the ALJPO in this case. As described by AIC, the West Virginia 

Commission determined that if the FIN 48 amounts are disallowed, “the Commission will allow 

WVAWC to record a regulatory asset equal to the related negative revenue requirement impact 

in this case from the disallowed ADIT.” Id. at 152. Thus, the treatment adopted by the West 

Virginia Commission would allow a utility to recover the revenue requirement associated with 

any disallowance of the deductions, just as the ALJPO approach would allow AIC to recover any 

interest on the FIN 48 amounts whether or not the utility actually was required to pay the 

interest. The relevant element of both the ALJPO treatment and the West Virginia Commission’s 

treatment is that the FIN 48 amounts are deducted from the utility rate bases with a method in 

place to balance interests and incentives so that the utilities are still incentivized to pursue 

reasonably aggressive tax positions. 

Thus, with respect to FIN 48 amounts, the ALJPO’s approach is not a new approach as 

AIC claims in its Brief on Exceptions. AIC BOE at 7. It is an approach that has been supported 

by other state commissions in its balancing of interests and incentives and one that is both logical 

and consistent. FIN 48 amounts represent a loan from the government. Ameren Ex. 37.0, pp. 4-6. 

This is exactly the same as ADIT, and there is no claim that ADIT should not be deducted from 

the rate base. If it is appropriate to deduct other balances of ADIT from the rate base, then it is 

likewise appropriate to deduct the FIN 48 amounts from the rate base. As the ALJPO correctly 
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finds, FIN 48 amounts represent non-shareholder supplied funds, and they should be treated the 

same as ADIT in the determination of AIC’s rate base. 

IV. RATE BASE 
B. Contested Issues 

4. Accrued OPEB Liability 
 

The Company does not appear to challenge the ultimate finding that the accrued OPEB 

liability should be deducted from rate base.  As AIC states, “[f]or purposes of this proceeding 

however, Ameren Illinois will not take issue with Order’s finding that AIC’s approach of 

tracking the amount of OPEB dollars collected in rates was flawed.” AIC BOE at 8. 

AIC’s exceptions appear to be directed at the legal basis for supporting the ALJ’s 

conclusions in the PO on this issue. AG/CUB support the language in the Proposed Order rather 

than the Company’s edits proposed in their BOE.   

V. OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES  
B. Contested Issues 
 2. Charitable Contributions 
 
The Commission should adopt the Proposed Order’s Analysis and Conclusion which 

appropriately considers AIC’s supporting documentation and the current economic conditions 

affecting AIC customers in making a determination that the Company’s charitable contributions 

are not reasonable. The Proposed Order finds that the Commission cannot determine the 

reasonableness of AIC’s contributions with sufficient certainty based on the information 

provided by the Company. PO at 37. While Section 9-227 requires the Commission to consider 

charitable contributions, the burden is clearly upon the Company to demonstrate that those 

contributions are reasonable in amount. 220 ILCS 5/9-227. The Proposed Order carefully weighs 

several factors, including the Company’s sharp increase in anticipated contributions during the 
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test year despite a previous decline in non-test years, the fact that these are discretionary 

expenses, and the documentation (or lack thereof) of its contributions.  PO at 37-38.   

The Commission should not be swayed by the Company’s red herrings, such as claiming 

that contributions to a Chicago charity were recoverable while contributions to a downstate 

charity were not.  AIC BOE at 13. The Proposed Order does not suggest as much.  Rather, the 

Company is referring to Commonwealth Edison Company’s (“ComEd”) contribution to the 

United Way of Chicago – considered in ICC Docket 10-0467 – and complains that ComEd’s 

contribution was recoverable while Ameren’s is not. The Proposed Order bases its finding not on 

the type of charities involved or the location of those charities. Rather, the Proposed Order bases 

its disallowance on several factors unique to AIC that were not present in the ComEd case. For 

example, the Proposed Order notes AIC is proposing a significant increase in its discretionary 

donations in a test year, when it can be assured full ratepayer recovery, though it previously 

reduced its contributions when financial resources were constrained in a non-test year. PO at 37. 

The Proposed Order rightly uses the Company’s own words – AIC argues that “every dollar will 

make a difference,” and that is equally, if not more, true for Ameren’s customers. PO at 37-38.  

Ameren cannot be allowed recovery of a contribution simply because ComEd was allowed 

recovery of a similar contribution. The facts of this case are different than those in 10-0467, and 

the Commission must determine the reasonableness of these costs based on these facts. The 

Proposed Order carefully examined those facts and correctly applied Section 9-227. 

7. Electric Distribution O&M Expense 

AIC contends that the Proposed Order’s conclusion on electric distribution operation and 

maintenance (“O&M”) expense must be rejected for three reasons:  1) the PO insinuates that 

AIC’s reduction in O&M expense resulted in inadequate service; 2) whether expenditures in 
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years prior to the test year were “sustainable” is irrelevant to the question of whether AIC 

adequately supported the need for, and expense levels associated with, test year distribution 

O&M; and 3) the Commission is without authority to deny necessary rate relief as punishment 

for allegedly failing to “maintain consistent spending” or otherwise provide adequate service.  

AIC BOE at 17-18.  Each of the “reasons” cited by AIC mischaracterizes the PO and does 

nothing to cast any doubt on the reasonableness of the conclusions in the PO.  

 The Proposed Order nowhere stated, or even insinuated, that the reduced level of O&M 

expense in 2010 and 2011 resulted in inadequate service.  It did, however, note that AIC appears to 

place shareholders before O&M expense by cutting O&M expense to an unsustainable level while 

continuing to distribute dividends to shareholders.  PO at 59.  The Company admitted that “the 

current levels of spending are not adequate to maintain systems to the expectation of key 

stakeholders.” Ameren Ex. 6.0E (2nd Rev.) at 54.  The fact that AIC was exceeding its authorized 

return and increasing dividends to its parent at the same time that it was reducing spending to 

levels inadequate to maintain systems to the expectation of key stakeholders supports the Proposed 

Order’s conclusion. 

 Inappropriate reductions in O&M expense during years no rate case is pending leads only 

to increases to future spending to catch up for the earlier inadequate system investment.  Even if 

AIC had managed to adequately support the need for, and expense levels associated with, test year 

distribution O&M (which it has not), the Commission cannot allow a situation where the Company 

crams all its spending into years that serve as test years in rate cases and then reduces its spending 

in other years so that it can exceed its authorized return.  The question of whether the test year 

O&M expense is normal in comparison to other years (or, if not, why not) is completely relevant to 

the determination of the O&M expense that should be included in a utility’s revenue requirement. 
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 In no way can the conclusion in the PO be construed as “punishment” for failure to 

maintain consistent spending or to provide adequate service.  Ameren creates a straw man 

argument, claiming that it is being punished for prior actions of under spending in years preceding 

test years. AIC BOE at 23. Next Ameren cites cases that support their straw man position that, 

“utility commissions have ‘no authority to deny an increase in rates as a penalty for poor or 

inadequate service.’” Id. (internal citations omitted). In this case, the purpose of the adjustment to 

distribution O&M in the PO is to reflect a level of O&M in the Company’s revenue requirement 

consistent with the level that could reasonably be expected prospectively, absent the unjustified 

reductions to spending in 2010 and 2011 and consistent with actual O&M expense incurred by the 

Company.  The Company’s position that spending on electric distribution O&M is going to 

increase from $180 million in 2011 to an annual rate of $230 million on January 1, 2012 is simply 

not plausible. AG/CUB/AARP Reply Brief at 10; AG/CUB/AARP Init. Brief at 12. 

 
V. OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES  

B. Contested Issues 
7. Rate Case Expense 
 

AIC makes the following five (5) arguments excepting to the ALJ’s PO regarding Rate 

Case Expense: 

1. The PO Undermines and Is Contrary to the Commission’s Pending Rulemaking 

Proceeding, docket No. 11-0711. 

2. The PO’s Adjustment to Rate Case Expense Is Arbitrary, Unsupported by the 

Testimony of Any Witness and Should Be Rejected. 

3. The Policy Basis for the PO’s Rate Case Expense Finding Ignores Illinois Law. 

4. Section 9-229 Does Not Require the Commission to Assess the Justness and 

Reasonableness of Compensation Paid to Internal Utility Attorneys and Experts. 
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5. The PO Mischaracterizes the Extensive Evidence Provided In Support of AIC’s 

Requested Test year Level of Rate Case Expense. 

AIC BOE at 25-38. 

AG/CUB will only address Ameren’s second argument that the ALJ’s PO is 

“[u]nsupported by the testimony of any witness and should be rejected.” Id. at 27. AG/CUB’s 

decision not to address Ameren’s other arguments on this issue should in no way be taken as 

agreement with them. Ameren states that “other than Staff witness Mr. Tolsdorf’s adjustment to 

merger costs in rate case expense, no witness suggested that any amount of rate expense actually 

expended was not prudent.” AIC BOE at 29. AIC goes on to say that no other witness rebutted 

AIC’s expense, challenged Staff’s recommendation the expense be found just and reasonable or 

proposed reducing that expense by half. Id. at 30. Ameren implies that because rate case expense 

appeared uncontested by the parties and Staff, then the ALJs PO must fail for that reason alone. 

AG/CUB disagree. While the Company is correct that the evidence of record must support AIC’s 

rate case expense, just because it may be an uncontested issue in the case does not preclude the 

ALJ or the Commission from reaching a different conclusion than the parties and Staff if the 

result is supported by the record. Ameren states: 

Thus, the only evidence of record supports full recovery of AIC’s rate case 
expense. Not surprisingly, the briefing outline submitted by the parties and 
approved by the ALJs identified rate case expense as an uncontested issue, 
regarding which the parties were not to submit briefing. See Notice of ALJ Ruling 
(Sept. 28, 2011) (decreeing the briefing “outline shall be used by all parties 
submitting an Initial Brief and/or Reply Brief”) 
 

AIC BOE at 30. 
 

Ameren’s attempt, however, to tie together the evidence in the record argument with an 

uncontested issue argument must fail. As the Illinois Supreme Court held in Hartigan, the 
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Commission is “not merely an arbitrator between a utility seeking a rate increase and any party 

who happens to oppose it,” but instead the Commission, “under the comprehensive scheme set 

out in the Public Utilities Act,” “is to be an active participant.”  People ex rel. Hartigan v. ICC, 

510 N.E.2d 865, 871 (Ill. 1987). Thus, it is the evidence in the record that must support the 

ALJ’s and Commission conclusions and not whether or not the issue was openly contested. In 

other words, the ALJ’s PO did exactly what the Commission can and should do regarding rate 

case expense.  

VI. Cost of Capital/Rate of Return 
 G.  Cost of Common Equity 
  7. Commission Conclusion 
   a. DCF 
 

Ameren takes exception to the PO’s conclusions regarding the determination of the 

discounted cash flow (“DCF”) result and its related impact upon the final return on equity 

(“ROE”) awarded to the Company. AIC BOE at 40. The Company takes issue with the fact the 

PO concluded that the steady-state growth rates put forth in testimony by Staff witness Freetly, 

AG/CUB witness Thomas and IIEC witness Gorman were more appropriate for use than the rate 

put forth by AIC witness Hevert. AIC BOE at 41.  Ameren maintains that the Commission’s 

conclusion in this case are inconsistent with the Commission’s conclusion in the most recent 

electric utility rate case, that of Commonwealth Edison (“ComEd”). Id. In that case, the 

Commission concluded that using a Gross Domestic Product (“GDP”) growth rate which was 

based on assumptions inconsistent with the actual historical growth rate for the U.S. economy 

was inappropriate. Id., citing Final Order, In Re ComEd, ICC Docket No. 10-0467, at 153 (May 

24, 2011). In the instant case, the ALPO again rejects historical data that it finds insufficiently 

reported: 
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One reason the Commission finds reliance on historical data problematic is that 
when averaging historical data, the period over which the data is averaged can 
have a significant impact on the results. Here, for example, no rational 
explanation is provided for the historical period selected by Mr. Hevert, 1929 
through 2009, for estimating future long-term nominal GDP growth. 

 
PO at 140-41. 

 
For Ameren, the rational explanation consists entirely of the Commission’s own 

statement in the ComEd case. Id. The Company’s Brief on Exceptions does not point to any 

other explanation or rationalization offered to defend Mr. Hevert’s DCF calculations. While the 

Company acknowledges that “different ALJs can dome to different conclusions on the same 

question,” the Company does not acknowledge the Commission’s duty to base its determination 

on the record before it in each case. Indeed, the concept of public regulation requires that the 

Commission have the power to deal freely with each situation that comes before it, regardless of 

how it may have dealt with a similar or even the same situation in a previous proceeding. 

Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 405 Ill.App.3d 389 at 407-408 (2nd 

Dist. 2010), citing Mississippi River Fuel Corp. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 1 Ill. 2d 509, 513 

(1953).   

The PO correctly concludes that based upon the similarities in the steady-state growth 

estimates of Ms. Freetly, Mr. Gorman and Mr. Thomas, reliance on forward looking data is 

appropriate in this case. ALPO at 140. The PO’s conclusion that it is then appropriate to average 

the multi-stage DCF results of Staff, IIEC and the AG/CUB witnesses should be upheld.   
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VI. Cost of Capital/Rate of Return 
 G.  Cost of Common Equity 
  7. Commission Conclusion 
   d. Adjustments to ROE 
 

AIC takes further exception to the PO’s conclusion on ROE because “there is no basis for 

an uncollectibles rider ROE adjustment.” AIC BOE at 47. Ameren takes issue with the notion 

that there are not reciprocal benefits between ratepayers and shareholders, AIC BOE at 48. 

Unfortunately for Ameren, however, the ICC based its decision to adopt a downward adjustment 

to Ameren’s ROE based on the fact the uncollectibles rider reduces the variations in AIC’s 

revenue, and therefore its risk. PO at 143. Ameren presents no evidence to counter that of Staff 

demonstrating the testimony of AIC witness Hevert on this issue should be rejected. Since 

Ameren concedes the very point of an uncollectibles rider is to “smooth out recovery of its 

uncollectibles expense,” AIC BOE at 47, the Proposed Order’s conclusion that Staff’s 

adjustment is warranted should be maintained by the Commission. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons discussed herein, the People, and CUB respectfully request that the 

Commission modify the Proposed Order in accordance with the arguments and exceptions 

language provided in their Brief on exceptions. 
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